Stem cell transplants

This page gives an overview of stem cell transplants in the treatment of lymphoma and outlines the difference between a self (autologous) stem cell transplant and a donor (allogeneic) stem cell transplant.
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What are stem cells?

Every day, your body makes more than 300 billion new blood cells to replace cells that die off naturally. There are three main types of blood cell:

- **white blood cells** (including **lymphocytes**, the cells that are abnormal in lymphoma), which fight infection
- red blood cells, which carry oxygen around your body
- platelets, which help your blood to clot if you have an injury.

All these different types of blood cell develop in your bone marrow from blood (haemopoietic) stem cells. Stem cells are undeveloped cells that can divide and mature into all the different types of blood cell your body needs.
What is a stem cell transplant?

A stem cell transplant is a procedure that replaces damaged or destroyed stem cells in your bone marrow with healthy stem cells. It is sometimes called a ‘peripheral blood stem cell transplant’ (if the healthy stem cells are collected from the bloodstream) or a ‘bone marrow transplant’ (if the healthy stem cells are collected from the bone marrow). Most stem cell transplants nowadays use stem cells collected from the bloodstream. We refer to both as ‘stem cell transplants’ in the rest of our information.

For detailed information on what stem cell transplants involve, see our separate pages on having a stem cell transplant, and self (autologous) stem cell transplants and donor (allogeneic) stem cell transplants.

Why are stem cell transplants used to treat lymphoma?

Stem cells are dividing all the time to create the blood cells your body needs. They are very sensitive to the effects of chemotherapy, which kills cells that are actively dividing.
When chemotherapy damages or destroys the stem cells in your bone marrow, your body cannot produce all the blood cells it needs. This might lead to:

- a low white blood cell count, especially a type of white blood cell called a neutrophil (neutropenia)
- a low red blood cell count (anaemia)
- a low platelet count (thrombocytopenia).

These low blood counts can cause serious side effects that sometimes mean you have to have a lower dose or shorter course of chemotherapy than planned.

Cycles of chemotherapy usually include rest periods so your bone marrow and blood counts can recover between treatments. However, some people need high doses of chemotherapy to treat their lymphoma. High doses of chemotherapy can be very effective at killing lymphoma cells but they can cause permanent damage to your stem cells.

A stem cell transplant allows you to be treated with a higher dose of chemotherapy than you would usually be able to have because it replaces the stem cells damaged by the chemotherapy. This allows your bone marrow to recover and make all the new blood cells that your body needs. If you have a stem cell transplant using cells from a donor (an ‘allogeneic’ stem cell transplant), it can also build a ‘new’ immune system that can help your body recognise and fight the lymphoma.

Stem cell transplants involve high-dose chemotherapy. Even after a stem cell transplant, it can take your bone marrow around 2 to 3 weeks to recover, although it can be more or less than this. It can take much longer – several months or more – for you to fully recover.

### When might stem cell transplants be used to treat lymphoma?

Stem cell transplants are an intensive form of treatment and you have to be well enough to have one. They can be used to treat some types of Hodgkin lymphoma, high-grade non-Hodgkin lymphoma and low-grade non-Hodgkin lymphoma. Whether or not you need a stem cell transplant depends on lots of different factors, including the type of lymphoma you have, how your lymphoma responds to treatment and how well you are.
In general, stem cell transplants might be used if:

- your medical team thinks your lymphoma is very likely to come back (relapse) after treatment
- your lymphoma doesn’t respond to treatment (refractory lymphoma)
- your lymphoma has relapsed after treatment.

In these circumstances, a stem cell transplant might increase your chance of having a longer-lasting remission from lymphoma.

Self (autologous) and donor (allogeneic) stem cell transplants

The cells used in a stem cell transplant can be your own stem cells (an ‘autologous’ stem cell transplant) or they can be from someone else (a donor or ‘allogeneic’ stem cell transplant). The key stages of autologous and allogeneic stem cell transplants are summarised below. Stem cell transplants are complicated and each stage involves a number of steps. The entire process can take weeks or months.

In an **autologous stem cell transplant**, your own stem cells are collected and frozen. You then have high-dose chemotherapy to kill your lymphoma. This also damages the rest of the stem cells in your bone marrow. After the chemotherapy, your stored stem cells are thawed and given back to you. This kind of treatment is sometimes called ‘high-dose therapy and stem cell support’ or ‘high-dose therapy and stem cell rescue’.

In an **allogeneic stem cell transplant**, the stem cells are collected from a donor. Your transplant team tries to identify a donor whose cells match yours as closely as possible. You have high-dose chemotherapy and you are then given the donor stem cells. As well as helping your bone marrow recover, the donor stem cells develop into new immune cells that recognise your lymphoma cells as foreign or ‘non-self’. This can help your body fight the lymphoma.

Both types of stem cell transplant increase your chance of having a longer-lasting remission from lymphoma. If you need a stem cell transplant, whether you have an autologous or allogeneic transplant depends on your type of lymphoma, your response to treatment and your individual circumstances. Most transplants used to treat lymphoma are autologous.
For more detailed information, see our separate pages on **self (autologous) stem cell transplants** and **donor (allogeneic) stem cell transplants**.

We have separate information about the topics in **bold font**. Please get in touch if you’d like to request copies or if you would like further information about any aspect of lymphoma. Phone 0808 808 5555 or email **information@lymphoma-action.org.uk**.
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Tell us what you think and help us to improve our resources for people affected by lymphoma. If you have any feedback, please visit **lymphoma-action.org.uk/Feedback** or email **publications@lymphoma-action.org.uk**.

All our information is available without charge. If you have found it useful and would like to make a donation to support our work you can do so on our website **lymphoma-action.org.uk/Donate**. Our information could not be produced without support from people like you. Thank you.
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We make every effort to make sure that the information we provide is accurate at
time of publication, but medical research is constantly changing. Our information is
not a substitute for individual medical advice from a trained clinician. If you are
concerned about your health, consult your doctor.

Lymphoma Action cannot accept liability for any loss or damage resulting from any
inaccuracy in this information or third party information we refer to, including that on
third party websites.
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